
Dimensions shown above.

Preparation

SHOPPING LIST

1 - 5 1/2" x 1/2" thick cedar fence picket (I used the dogeared 72" long ones)
26 - 1 1/4" brad nails OR 1-5/8" star bit trim screws like these
(https://www.homedepot.com/p/Everbilt-8-x-1-5-8-in-Star-Drive-Trim-Head-Exterior-
Wood-Screws-208-Pack-117343/316220012)
Glue suitable for cedar



CUT LIST

Cut from the Cedar Fence Picket:

2 - 7 1/4" (front and back - longest point, cut the top corners o� at a 45 degree angle to
make a house shape)
2 - 4 1/4" (side walls - these are just a tiny bit short to allow venting inside birdhouse)
3 - 8 1/2" (floor and roof pieces. Also rip 1/2" o� one edge (cutting with the grain the
long way) of one board for the shorter roof piece - see step 4)

TOOLS

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Please read through the entire plan and all comments before beginning this project. It is
also advisable to review the Getting Started Section. Take all necessary precautions to
build safely and smartly. Work on a clean level surface, free of imperfections or debris.
Always use straight boards. Check for square a�er each step. Always predrill holes before
attaching with screws. Use glue with finish nails for a stronger hold. Wipe excess glue o�
bare wood for stained projects, as dried glue will not take stain. Be safe, have fun, and ask
for help if you need it. Good luck!



Instructions

STEP 1
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Attach the floor to the back wall, with back edges flush.  Use two screws per joint or two nails and
glue.



STEP 2
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Attach side walls to back wall and floor.  Use two fasteners per joint, for a total of 8 screws or nails
used.



STEP 3
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Attach front wall to sides and floor. Note that I drilled the whole a�erwards with a 2" bit.



STEP 4
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One of the roof pieces needs to be 1/2" (or thickness of the fence pickets) less in width than the
other since the overlap. Rip 1/2" o� one long side (cutting with the grain) on one of the roof
pieces. Attach to front and back top edges.



STEP 5
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